FAIRY TALE COTTAGE
by Ron Common

Ron Common, Cultural Heritage volunteer for the DerwentWISE team of
Derbyshire Wildlife Trust, looks at the future of the canal’s best loved building
You will be familiar with the humble cottage
nestled in the crook of the Cromford
Canal and the Leawood branch, a short
walk from High Peak Junction. For many
years, regular walkers along this stretch of
the canal will have witnessed its gradual
decline and may well have concluded,
as the roof collapsed, the stonework
crumbled and the surrounding woodland
vegetation spread to reclaim the remains,
that it was only a matter of time before this
prettiest of cottages was finally lost.

Once almost lost to view . . .
Photo: Author
Well, if you go down to the (Lea)
woods today, you are sure of a big surprise,
because in recent months something
of a transformation has occurred that
has brought this charming little cottage
back from the brink of disaster. The
encroaching vegetation has been cleared,
the stonework stabilised, and the cottage
is once again standing resplendent – a
loved ruin poised to make an exciting
come-back, and with good reason . . .

later (date unknown) the two cottages
were merged into a single dwelling.
Florence Nightingale was known to
have been friends with the occupants
during the time she lived at Lea Hurst in
Holloway, and visited several times.
Following the end of the canal’s use
for commercial transport, the cottage
continued to be used to house workers
for local businesses and the deeds show
that it had various commercial owners
during its 170 years as a canal-side
dwelling.
The last known occupant was a Mr
Bowmer who lived at the cottage until
early 1970, the total lack of services no
doubt being a factor in his departure.

. . . the cottage is now revealed once again.
Photo: Author
History
Aqueduct Cottage is a Grade II listed
building that has an interesting place in
the story of the Derwent Valley Mills World
Heritage site, in particular the industrial
development at Lea Bridge.
It was built in 1802 as a lengthman’s
and lock-keeper’s cottage by the
industrialist, and one time partner of
Richard Arkwright, Peter Nightingale. Its
construction, along with the canal lock
at the entrance of the Leawood Arm,
was agreed as a part of a settlement to
resolve a dispute over the water supply to
the developing industries at Lea Bridge
and Lea Wharf – the lead smelting works,
hat factory and the John Smedley hosiery
mills.
The original cottage was half the
size you see today, but in the mid-1800s
a second cottage was added (the join is
visible in the stonework), and sometime

The road to recovery started back in
2012, when a Trust, established by the
residents of Lea, Dethick and Holloway
to acquire ownership of Lea Wood,
generously gifted the estate, including
Aqueduct Cottage, to the Derbyshire
Wildlife Trust (DWT) to ensure the wood
remained accessible to the public and
to maintain it in perpetuity. The ancient
and beautiful Lea Wood became one
of DWT’s designated Nature Reserves
and a management programme was
established. The question over what to
do with the derelict cottage presented
DWT with a unique challenge that needed
special attention.
Luckily, in September 2013,
the 5-year, Heritage Lottery funded,
DerwentWISE landscape partnership
scheme came along, and this provided the
opportunity for DWT, via DerwentWISE, to
commission a study of the development
options.
Mansel Architects, Belper, were
awarded the contract and their report
provided a fascinating insight into the
historical connections of the cottage.

Mr Bowmer, the last resident at the
cottage, heads off to fetch drinking water
from springs at High Peak Junction.
Photo: FCC Archives
After this, the cottage was “adopted”
as a walkers’ shelter for a period of time
and was maintained by volunteers of
the Wayfarer’s walking group (the name
“Wayfarers” can still be seen painted
above the door). Sadly, however, the
cottage was vandalised and thereafter
ceased to be used. Inevitably, after
decades of neglect, the cottage became
derelict.

A classic view of the cottage when inhabited.
Photo: FCC Archives

They also undertook a consultation
with
the
DerwentWISE
partners
(including FCC), plus members of the
public, on a wide selection of restoration
opportunities. Their final report listed 12
potential options for DWT to consider and
recommended feasibility testing against
a DWT business model to determine the
most economically viable approach.
DWT energy was then taken up with
a relocation to Middleton, but in August
2016, the DerwentWISE team provided
the project a fresh focus. An up-to-date
structural survey was obtained from
Chris Pike Associates, Telford, and I had
the privilege of being recruited onto the
DerwentWISE team as a Cultural Heritage
volunteer, to lead the development
of a business case for the cottage’s
restoration.
A feasibility study into the Mansel
report options was completed in October
2016 which recommended the cottage
be restored into a dual-purpose building
with interpretation/information on the
ground floor, plus a multi-purpose activity
room on the first floor.
This will enable DWT to establish a
new and exciting, environment-focused,
visitor attraction positioned as “gateway”
to the beautiful Lea Wood Nature Reserve
and the wider Derwent Valley. In addition,
it will provide a unique and versatile
space for DWT and community activities
to help fund the upkeep of the cottage,
thereby securing its long term future.
Restoration Specification
Following consultation with The National
Trust, Historic England, Derbyshire County
Council and other local restoration
experts, a building specification has
been developed that is based on using
traditional methods and materials, as

far as possible, in order to undertake a
sympathetic “light touch” restoration.
The external appearance will
be the same as the original cottage,
characterised by stone slates on the roof
and lime-mortared stone walls.
Current Status
The Chris Pike Associates structural
survey highlighted urgent actions
required to safeguard and stabilise the
building. Many of you will have witnessed
this work being undertaken in recent
months and the result is nothing short of
dramatic. Last summer, the cottage was
hardly visible due to the trees and other
vegetation that had engulfed the building.

From being lost in the undergrowth (and
overgrowth!) . . .
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. . . the cottage is revealed once again.
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These have now been completely
cleared and the cottage structure and its
out-buildings are now, once again, in full
view from the towpath for all to see.
One of the working groups also
managed to recover several stones
from the cottage that had mysteriously
found their way into the canal bed, that
only became visible when the sink hole
drained this stretch of the canal last
December!
The masonry stabilisation work was
completed by local restoration specialist,
Andrew Churchman Ltd, and involved
repairing holes, propping fragile walls and
openings, and boarding the front door
and windows to secure the building.

Work underway on the cottage.
Photo: Ian Scrimshaw
The result is that the much-loved
Aqueduct Cottage has finally turned a
corner.
One of the most heart-warming
aspects of this project is the affection
that local people have for the cottage.
Every time our working party was on site,
passers-by would stop and enquire, or
share fond memories of the place. Our
Facebook page, ‘Friends of Aqueduct
Cottage’, already has over 160 members
after only a few months (including many
FCC members), and interest in the
cottage’s future continues to grow.

One of the
paintings
that will be
placed in the
‘windows’.
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A good example of this affection was
when 4 local artists kindly volunteered to
create a series of paintings to cover the
somewhat plain window boards. Based
on the theme “Window into Wildlife”
the 6 artworks will provide a hint of the
biodiversity of the Lea Wood Nature
Reserve beyond, whilst also providing
a unique and colourful display until the
restoration work can commence.
Developing local collaborations is
a key objective of DWT’s DerwentWISE
scheme and an example is the work being
undertaken with the University of Derby
and their students. We are currently
developing a series of photographic and
research projects to help with promotional
content, cataloguing and interpretation
material for the cottage. The students
bring a fabulous energy, creativity and
perspective to the project and we hope to
have some news about the work they will
be doing by the summer.
In order to improve the visibility of
the cottage, we are also working on a
plan to open up the view from Leawood
Pump House across the river to the
cottage. Subject to agreement with the

WORDSEARCH APRIL
by Vix Wilding

Can you find all of the words in the lists below?
It has been suggested that Portal is far
too serious and should include more
light-hearted ‘fun’ features. So, Vix has
compiled this word search based on
and around the canal: no prizes, just
to offer you a challenge. Please let the

The splendid view of Leawood Pump House from the south before tree growth blocked it.
There are plans to open up this vista again.
Photo: FCC Archives
land-owners, DerwentWISE and DCC are
discussing the possibility of removing a
corridor of trees that have seeded along
the north side of the aqueduct. This
would create a stunning view of the river
and the wonderful aqueduct structure
from both directions.
Talking of bridges, it’s fair to say
that a lot of water still has to pass under
the bridge before we see a fully restored
cottage. What can be confirmed, however,
is that there is a clear vision, and DWT are
looking forward to restoring the cottage
for a use fitting with the 21st Century.
Hence, for the first time in almost
50 years, there is now good reason to
be optimistic that this lovely building will
not only be saved, but once restored,
will punch above its weight among the
many delightful attractions in the Lower
Derwent Valley.

There is no doubt that Aqueduct
Cottage, and its idyllic setting,
possesses a magical charm that stirs
something in the heart among all who
come across it. It’s difficult to put into
words, but Alison Uttley’s beautiful
description in her celebrated book Our
Village (published by Scarthin Books
of Cromford) comes close:
"We passed the canal cottage, a
Hans Anderson dwelling, whose little
walls were reflected in the water,
whose garden ran parallel to the
canal. A small swing-bridge crossed
the canal at this point, where the
waters divided, part of the stream
going to the lead wharf in the village.
The cottage was the dividing place
between work and play, between fairy
tale and reality, and we were bound
for fairy tale".

Editor know what you think: do you like
features like this; would you like to see
more; do you have any other suggestions;
and, importantly, would you be willing to
compile something?
Have fun!
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Arraslea
Birdswood
Chelsea
Coal
Coots
Cromford

Dabchick
Swan
Volunteer
Weighbridge
Wharf
Wheatcrofts

